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My invention relates to bar windings for 
dynamo electric machine elements and ?s_ par 
ticularly valuable where a commutator is re 
quired. . 

5 A single turn bar winding is usually ar 
ranged in two concentric layers _so that the 
portion of the bars which project beyond 
the ends of the core may extend, the one end 
helically right-handedaand the other layer 

10 helically left-handed,l and by such an ar 
rangement a bar of one layer may join a 
widely separated bar of another layer_ thru 
their helically projecting ends without ?nter 
ference or contact with the helical ends of 

15 other bars of the winding. It is therefore 
obvious that the conductors of such a wind 
ing need be arranged in two concentric lay 
ers only at such portions of their length as 
are helically disposed, and that at all other 

20 portions of the winding the conductors inay 
be brought circumferentially adjacent in a 
single cylindrical layer, and one of the ob 
jects of my invention is to provide a winding 
which will take advantage of such a_n ar 

25 rangement to ain points of super?ority 
hereinafter specifically described. 
Another object of my invention is to effect 

economy by cutting the winding from sheet 
stock with substantially no waste of material. 
Further objects will be apparent to those 

skilled in the art as the invention is described 
in detail and reference is made to the draw 
ings wherein 

Fig. 1 shows two blanks of such form that 
5 theylmay be cut from sheet stock without 

waste. 
Fig. 2 shows two blanks of another form 

that may be cut from sheet stock without 
40 waste. i . 

Fig. 3 shows a blank after folding on the 
broken lines Fig. l. 

Fig. 4 shows a blank after folding on the 
broken lines Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5 shows a blank Fig. 3 after it is 
folded on the broken line running crosswise 
of its length. 

Fig. 6 shows a blank Fig. 4 after it is 
folded on the broken `?ine running crosswise 

50 of its length. 
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Fig. 7 is a cross section taken on lines 7-7 
off'F?gs. 5 and 6. 

Fig. -8 is a cross section taken on lines 848 
of -Figs 5 and 6. ` 

Fig. 9 is a loop which has been formed 
from a=blank as shown in-Fig. 5 except that 
the ends have been prolonged and notched 
to form commutator lugs. i 

Fig. 10 is an end View of Fig. 9. › 
Fig. 1:1 is a loop which has been for?ned 

from a blank as shown in Fig. 6 except that 
the ends have been prolonged and notched 
to forincommutator lugs. . 
Fig-12 is an end view of Fig. 11. 
Fig. 13_\shows types of core slots to which 

käípsFigs. 9 and 11 areparticularly adapt 
a e.r« x ? '~ - 

F igs. 14 'and 15 show a method of insulat 
ing the legs of a loop. ~ 

Fig. 16, shows-a -core and a complete set 
of loops Fig. 9 which have been endwise en 
tered thru the- core slots. i 

Fig. 17 shows one pair of conductor legs 
the ends of Which are relatively displaced so 
that helical bending maybe effected. *5 

Fig. 18'shows the set of loops F i". 14 after 
all of the ends have been helically tbent. 

Fig. 19 shows the outline of a pad which 
may be added-to the pairs of terminal ends 
to compose commutator segments. 6?' 

F?g. 20 is a cross section taken on line 
20_20 ofFig. 19. 

Fig. 21 shows a completed armature. 
Fig. 1 shows two blanks of such form that 

when lplaced adjacent as shown they ?t close 
ly one into the other. VVhen the length of 
these blanks is taken from the width of a sheet 
of stock they may be consecutively cut from 
the sheet thruout its length without waste. 

Fig. 2 shows two blanks of a modi?ed form 
which may be similarly cut from a sheet with 
out waste. 

From'Figs. 1 and 2 it may be seen that the 
blanks are of nearly uniform width and con 
sequently of nearly uniform current carrying 
capacity thruout their length. . 
After cutting blanks Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 they - 

are folded at parts of their length on the 
broken lines. 20 to 25 inclusive? andafter so 
folding the blank Fig. 1 will appear as in Fig. ""fl 
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3 and the blank Fig. 2 will appear as in Fig. 
4, the folded portions 26 to 31 inclusive being 
adapted to occupy positions in the winding 
where it is composed of two concentric layers, 

, the single portions 32 to 37 inclusive being 
adapted to occupy positions where the wind 
ing is arranged'in a- single cylindrical layer. 
The blanksl are-.nextfolded on the broken 

lines 38 and 39 after which blank Fig. _3 .ap 
pears as in Fig. 5 and blank Fig._4 appears as 
in Fig. 6. " i " 

A cross section taken on lines 7-7 of Fígs,._. 
5 and 6 is shown in Fig. 7 where 40 and 41 are ' 
folded portions of the blank,._40__.t0,occupy a; 
position in the outer layer of the winding and ' 
all a position in the inner-layer. 
F i". 8, a cross section taken~onlines 8'-8 ? 

of lF?gs-.õ 'and öfshows .the .unfolded portions 
of the blank as at 42 and 43 which in the wind- › 

will šoccupy>=positions ci-rcumferentiall'y 
adjacent ;to like portions inasingle cylindri 
cal layer.- . - 

It may be seen from .F i .?õzto >S-.inclusive 
that the blanks .when folde as 'shown?are com 
posed .thruout their length of- two thicknesses 
Aof thesheet fromwhich they;are=cut.I 
The .blanks Figs. ~5. and .6 are Vnext spread- to 

form loops F igs. 9 and 11 Tespectively. The , 
ends 32, 33,' 34 .and-37 'Figs. 3 and 4 however, 
are -shown as..‹being- somewhatl longer and 
notchedš as at 44 to permit these ends to ;be uti 
lized as commutator lugs. An end view of. 
loops Figs.;9 and 211'are shown in -Figsl 10-and 
12 respectively. ' 
In Fig.‡.;9 .the :folded two layer'vportion'326 ' 

of the -loopiextends not only'thruout the -heli 
cally disposed ends but also thruout that part › 
of the loop which must. occupy thescore slots. 
In ~F ig.. 11 .the ~helically .disposed :parts 29. 

and 30 andIthe-:parts :28 and .31.which will 
later be helically'disposed are .of a.two layer. 
configuration asin'Fig; 7 .while the .parts-:35 i 
and 36 which will occupy the core-slots and 
the parts 34-and 37 which will become?part of . 
the commutator are adapted to compose their ~ 
part of the single cylindrical layer; 
In many applications it- will behighly ad-_ 

vantageous to have relatively thin and wide 
conductors circumferenti'ally adjacent infthe 
core slots rather than thioker?narrower-_con 
ductors radiall'y one 4uponthe?other becausel 
of the reduction-'ineddy?currentdosses thus.. 
effected. The 'loop Fig-11 may-.be-pro?tably 
applíedto such fcases; ' 
Core slots may be of the-open, closed ;or 

semi-closed 'type -but :the advantages f of îthe 
closed and semi-closed types are too '?well i 
known to require discussion, and Fig. 13 
shows core slots 45 or 46 to which loops .Fígs 
9 or 11 are particularly applicable. The-slots - 
may l?ave linings of-insulating materialfas at 

' 47 and a further partiti'oning?ribof- insulation 
may extend thru the slot as at 48 whenloops 
Fig.- 9 are used and as at 49 whenloops Fig; _11 - 
are ??sed, or the insulation may -be applied-di* 
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rectly to the legs of the loop prior to their 
entry into the core slots in any manner de 
sired. A preferred method of so applying 
sheet insulation to a blank Fig. 3 is shown in 
an enlarged section Fig. 14 wherein a leg 26 
has been but partly folded, as at 50 then sur 
rounded by a-_sheet of insulationas _at 51 and 
then- tightly'v folded :as in:.Fig.. 15. thuscom 
pletelysurrounding the leg with insulation 
and at the Sametime holding it tightly in 
Vplace. 
.Afte?jsome form of insulation has been 

v'applied ̀ either to the core slots or tc the con 
ductor legs, .anumber-of loops corresponding 
to the number of core .slots may be stacked 
in cylmtlr?oal .a?'range?'?'?e?1t;w=ith the. tips _of 
the terminal ends 32; and :33,;or-?3?liand 37,` 
slightly? cnteredziinto the slots of the core' _52, 
and as the compositc contour of any twolegsf; 
which must enter?aslotnisrat some _parts aS. 
?n F ig. 'fond at=otl1er~partsas .in Fig. 8.-ít_ 
is apparent that the entire winding maybe 
simultaneously Vendw?se entered th'ru the core _ 

An arn-.ature w-h?ch has-reached this.. slots. _ 

stage of Vconstruction is showin in'Fig. 16.1; 
I'Vhen an enti¡:e..wincling has bcenfthus. 

assembled with thecore 52, provision must 
be made to,- rearrange thepairs of-terminal.. 
ends 32 and 33 into other pairs sothat more 
widelyseparated conductors maybe joineclf 
by helic-ally. disposing- the projecting. legs 
thereof?. To (lo-this howeve?yf?t as?rst neces 
sary toradially?displacc?all of the terminal 
ends 32 or 33 oriboth ;sothat :pairs may ,be 
circumferentially moved without interfer1~= 
ence to new: positions separated :from each 
other anamount- corresponding--to-the front 
pitch of the winding; ` 

Fig?l'? shows a‡pair of sonductors project-b 
from the same slot,-said conductors hav 

ing been radially dir-:placed relative to each 
other an an?ount-necessaryto allow circum 
ferential displacem'ent of the terminal .ends 
without interference..V 
“'hen all of the terminals havebeen thus 

radiallydisplaced to compose two cylindrical 
layers and the pairs have been circumfercn 
tially separated tie required amount they 
are again‹.`urougl?t to the same cylindri-:al 
position .with the ter?nii?als rearranged in 
new pairs, which, thru th<? helically bent por 
tions, _connect conductors Wl?iclrare suffi 
ciently Separated _toycc?npose the winding 
turns. An armature with the terminals so 
rearrangecl is shown in Fig.V 18. 
From Fig. 18 it may be seen that a pair 

ofterminal ends 32 and 33 are of insufilcient 
thickness to alone compose a.commutator 
segment, there being considerable space 59' 
between acho?ning pairs of term?nals so that - - 
it is advisable to combine with each pair a 
pad preferably of the outline 56 Fig. 19 and ' 
having a cross section as at 57 Fig. 20. 
VVhen'sucha pad has been combined w?th 

each pair of terminal ends 32 and 33 ̀ afmeans _ 
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of binding the pads and ends into a com 
mutator must be supplied and this means 
may consist of insulating material moulded 
about the ends and pads in a manner to bind 
them together or of washers having conical 
interior diameters engaging the notched 
ends 44 of the terminals and pads in a 
manner well known to the prior art. 

* A complete armature made by my im 
proved method is shown in Fig. 21, and while 
in the drawing I show a commutator of a 
diameter as large as the winding, by radial 
displacement of the terminal ends and corre 
sponding decrease in the thickness of the 
pads Fig. 20, or by elimination of the pads 
altogether, a commutator of considerable 
smaller diameter may be produced, or if 
notches 44 are eliminated from the terminal 
ends these ends may be joined to the risers 
of a conventional commutator, and while in 
that case I prefer that these ends be helically 
bent to join the widely separated conductors 
which compose a winding turn to a commuta 
tor bar, they may be shortened and left ex 
tending straight out from the core and joined 
to a commutator bar by separate connectors 
of involute or other form. By eliminating 
the notches 44 and using shorter terminal 
ends as in Figs. 5 and 6 they may be joined 
by welding or otherwise to complete a Wind 
ing which will have great value in its appli 

' cation to dynamo electric machine elements 
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of that character which do not include a 
commutator in their construction. Other 

* conditions may arise which will make it ad 
visable to eliminate 'the circumferentially 
adjacent terminal ends altogether and extend 
the folded portions to the ends of the con 
ductors. 

VVhile in the foregoing I have shown and 
described my method as consisting of a num 
ber of steps in a given sequence it is obvious 
that the steps need not necessarily be taken 
in the exact sequence named, but may be re 
versed or rearranged, or, steps described as 
separately taken may be combined if so de 
sired, and while the loops are particularly ap 
plicable to closed or semi-closed core slots 
since the composite contour formed by plac 
ing together a leg of one loop and the oppo 
site leg of another loop is such that they may 
be endwise entered therethru, said loops may 
be advantageously used with cores having 
open slots and may be either endwise or ra 
dially entered therein, and while the method, 
when using closed or semi-closed slots, is 
applicable to endwise entry and subsequent 
bending of the projecting ends, when open 
slots are preferred and used these ends may 
be separately bent to their final form prior 
to radial entry into said open slots. 

Cases may arise where it will be found ad 
vantageous to use offset and folded blanks 
of the character described to produce single 

I' condur'ltors instead of loops eomprising two 

3 

conductors, and such single conductors may 
be placed in the core slots, and their project 
ing ends at both ends of the core simulta 
neously bent to helical formation. The one 
end of such conductors may be bent prior 
to endwise entry or both ends may be bent 
prior to radial entry into the slots. Such 
other variations in details of construction 
and in the application of the method as are 
not limited by prior art and do not depart 
from the spirit of the invention I desire to 
cover in the following wherein 

I claim_ 
1. Steps in the method of making a wind 

ing? loop for a bar wound dynamo electric ma 
chine element, which consists of cutting a 
sheet metal blank to such an outline as will 
leave one portion offset edgewise in one direc 
tion from near the ?niddle of its length to 
near one end and another portion offset edge 
wise in the other direction from near the 
middle of its length to near the other end 
leaving the outer ends in line, folding the 
offset portions back upon themselves midway 
of their width and lengthwise of the blank 
and folding the blank back upon itself cross 
wise of the bar and midway of its length. 

2. Steps in the method of making a con 
ductor for a bar wound dynamo electric ma 
chine element, which consists of cutting a 
sheet metal blank to such an outline as will 
leave one portion of its length offset edge 
wise from adjacent portions, partly folding 
the offset portion back upon itself midway 
of its width and lengthwise of the blank, 
wrapping a strip of sheet insulation around 
the folded portion and the edges of the strip 
of insulation tucked in between the folds 
of the blank and completely folding the blank 
to hold said insulation in place. 

3. Steps in the method of making a con 
ductor for a bar wound dynamo electric ma 
chine element, which consists of cutting sheet 
metal to an irregular outline so as to make a 
blank having one portion of its length o?'set 
edgewise from adjacent portions, and folding 
the offset portion back upon itself midway 
of its width and lengthwise of the blank to 
bring the folded edge in line with one edge 
of the unfolded portions. 

4. As a winding unit of a bar wound dy 
namo electric machine element, a sheet metal 
blank having two major portions of its length 
offset oppositely edgewise and the outer ends 
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in line, the offset portions being folded back -- ~* 
upon themselves midway of their width and 
lengthwise of the blank and the blank being 
folded back upon itself crosswise of the blank 
and midway of its length. 

5. às a conductor for a bar wound dy 
namo electric machine element, a sheet metal 
blank having a portion of its length offset 
edgewise from adjacent portions, and a strip 
of sheet insulation covering said offset por 
tion, said offset portion being folded backv ' 
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upon itself midway of its Width and length-. 
Wise of the blank with the edges of the strip 
of sheet insulation held between the folds of 
the bar.V 

6. As a conductor for a bar Wound dy 
namo electric machine element, a sheet metal 
blank having one portion of its length offset 
edgewise with respect to portions adjacent 
thereto, said offset portion being folded back 

I, IL?pon itself midway of its Width and length‹ 
Wise of the blank, the folded edge being in 
line with one edge of the unfolded portions. 
In testimony Whereof I have hereunto set 

VINCENT G. APPLE. 
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